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about his attitude to Lord K, he burst out: " But he's murdered
my nephews! "
Saturday, August zist.
It now appears from my official correspondence with head-
quarters, that in case of invasion the military people have not
yet got their transport into order; they admit that it will not
be in order for 2. months, and they are still ' going to' indent.
They want to indent from this coastal division, where transport
is already inadequate and any evacuation would be very sudden.
I am trying to stop them.
Also, without any corresponding change in the arrangements
for evacuation, the direction of the evacuation has been taken
out of the hands of the Committees, which organised it, and put
into the hands of the police, who know nothing about the
arrangements.
Pinker told me that British Army now held 160 miles of
French Front. That new horizontally effective bombs were now
perfect. War Office had said that no bombs could be effective
at 50 yards away on the level. Inventors said it could. Bomb
made and tried. An officer was to let it og electrically at
70 yards. War Office protested that he could not be in danger.
He was killed—hit in the breast by a bit of projectile,
Also that great muddle in landing at Suvla, Dardanelles.
Troops 24 hours late. Otherwise they might have got right
across peninsula. Fearful row. 2 Generals sent home, I
talked somewhat with a Russian (in French). He had great
blame for his countrymen's administrators—' ces voleurs'.
Thursday, August 26th.
An oldish woman was carrying a pail of water past the nearest
cottage of the row of cottages on the left of the Harwich road
at Thorpe Green.
"It don't get no nearer," said another woman within the
cottage.
She was referring to the well in the field, two or three hundred
yards away, which supplies these cottages with water.
" No, and it don't get no lighter," said the water-carrier.
" It's too far," they agreed.
So it is. There is a water-main runs down the road or very
close to it, and yet these cottagers have to cany water a ridiculous
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